In this paper, we explore a CLIR-based approach to construct large-scale Chinese-English comparable corpora, which is valuable for translation knowledge mining. The initial source and target document sets are crawled from news website and standardized uniformly.
Introduction
Parallel corpora are key resource for statistical machine translation, in which machine learning techniques are used to learn translation knowledge. Sufficient data is necessary for the datadriven approaches to estimate the model parameters reliably. However, as Munteanu (2006) stated, beyond a few resource-rich language pairs such as English-Chinese or English-French and a small number of contexts like parliamentary deThis work was supported by Microsoft Research Asia.
bates or legal texts, parallel corpora remain a scarce resource, despite the proposition of automated methods to collect parallel corpora from the Web. Researches on comparable corpora are motivated by the scarcity of parallel corpora. Compared with parallel corpora, comparable corpora are more abundant, up-to-date and accessible.
Comparable corpora are defined as pairs of monolingual corpora selected according to the same set of criteria, but in different languages or language varieties. When creating comparable corpora, the key process is to align the source document with relevant target documents. Early work by Braschler and Scäuble (1998) employed content descriptors and publication dates to align German and Italian news stories. Resnik (1999) mined comparable corpora on the assumption that the pages which are comparable of each other share a similar structure (headers, paragraphs, etc.) when text is presented in many languages in the Web. Tao and Zhai (2005) acquired comparable bilingual text corpora based on the observation that terms that are translations of each other or share the same topic tend to cooccur in the comparable corpora at the same/similar time periods. Recently, Talvensaari et al. (2007) introduced a CLIR-based approach to align two document collections with different languages. All the target documents were indexed with Lemur. Then appropriate keywords were extracted from the source language documents and translated into the target language as query words to retrieve similar target documents.
As we know, the problems may vary with the language of documents when using CLIR-based approach to construct comparable corpora, such as keyword extraction, out-of-vocabulary keyword translation and so on. This paper is a further endeavor to CLIR-based approach for com- Figure 1 . The general architecture of comparable corpora construction parable corpora construction. We focus on the construction of Chinese-English comparable corpora, explore and address the issues during the construction. Experimental results show that our method is better through a rough comparison with Talvensaari et al. (2007) and it also outperforms our reconstruction of Tao and Zhai (2005) in respect to the quality of comparable corpora.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the general architecture of our system is described, and each module is illuminated in detail. Section 3 reports and analyzes the experimental results followed by conclusions in section 4.
2 System Architecture Figure 1 shows the general architecture of our comparable corpora construction system. It consists of two components: component I and component II. Component I is mainly composed by a web crawler, which is used to harvest source and target documents from selected web sites. We can get the final source and target document sets through content extraction and noise filtering. The core of the system is component II, which aligns a source document with target documents having comparable contents. It implements on the two document sets generated by component I. Component II is composed of three modules: keyword extraction, keyword translation, and retrieval & filtering. The methods for three modules are detailed respectively.
Keyword Extraction
A keyword is described as a meaningful and significant expression containing one or more words. Appropriate keywords briefly describe the theme of a document. In this paper, keywords are viewed as basic units of search indexes in order to retrieve closely related documents. Generally, phrases can capture the main idea of a document more effectively, inasmuch as they have more information than single words (an independent linguistic unit after word segmentation for Chinese).
Existing approaches for keyword extraction could be distinguished into two main categories: supervised or unsupervised methods. Supervised machine learning algorithms were widely used in keyword extraction such as Naïve Bayes Witten et al., 1999) , SVM (Zhang et al., 2006) , CRF (Zhang et al., 2008) , etc. These approaches had excellent stability. However, it was difficult for us to construct a big-enough golden annotated corpus to train a good classifier, especially for news web pages. Unsupervised methods hinged on evaluating various features to select keywords, such as word frequency (Luhn, 1957) , word co-occurrence (Matsuo and Ishizuka, 2004) , and TF*IDF . The inherent problem in these methods was that most of their work came in the judgment whether a candidate was a keyword or not, but they had not paid sufficient attention to the identification of phrase candidates. Wan and Xiao (2008) proposed a method for keyphrase extraction from single document. However, it simply combined the adjacent candidate words to a multi-word phrase.
Based on the above observation, our approach for keyword extraction focuses more on the construction of phrasal candidates. It is mainly based on MWE (Multi-Word Expression) extraction together with relevant word ranking method.
MWE is a special lexical unit including compound terms, idioms and collocations, etc. The process of keyword extraction in this paper mainly depends on the following stages. Stage 1: The generation of phrasal candidates (1) The extraction of MWEs from the preprocessed document Document preprocessing is a procedure of morphological analysis including segmentation and part of speech tagging for Chinese. The method based on the marginal probabilities detailed in (Luo and Huang, 2009 ) is adopted in this part.
We extract MWEs using LocalMaxs selection algorithm together with a relevance measure calculation method (FSCP) proposed by Silva et al. (1999) . Suffix arrays and related structures in (Aires et al., 2008) are used to compute the FSCP value so as to raise efficiency. And the initial collection of MWEs named G for the document is generated after filtered by stopword list.
(2) The acquisition of new MWEs through the modification for segmentation As a matter of fact, the results of segmentation for the document usually have some errors especially for out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words which are segmented to single Chinese characters in most cases. Inaccurate segmentation leads to some faults for keyword extraction. As stated in (Liu et al., 2007) , OOV words can be identified by the method of MWEs extraction mentioned above. Therefore, we modify the segmentation like this: any MWE in G is merged to one word if it only consists of single Chinese characters and its frequency > freq. The changes before and after merging are shown in Table 1 . Because the method of MWE extraction is based on statistical techniques, so low frequency of MWE will result in poor performance. But large value for freq means that very few MEWs can satisfy the frequency restriction. In our experiments, we set freq=2. The extraction process is called again to identify MWEs from the document with modified segmentation. Consequently, new collection of MWEs is acquired.
Additionally, some simple rules are defined according to language features to filter MWEs. In this paper, our method is tailored to extract keywords from news web pages which contain some special symmetric marks like "「, 」". The words in a specially marked area are usually important to the document. So we extract words within each paired marks and view them as a MWE on the condition that it contains two or more than two words. All of the MWEs are viewed as phrasal candidates and filtered by stopword list. Stage 2: The generation of single words candidates Our method also generates single word candidates with the account that both phrase and single word can be served as a keyword. The process of single word selection is independent of MWE extraction. The candidate words are restricted to nouns, verbs, strings (like WTO) and merged words as discussed in the previous stage. But the word will be removed if it only appears once in the document or is contained in the stopword list. Stage 3: Keyword selection based on candidates ranking
As for MWE candidates, we calculate the weight for them using Formula 1 which refers to the formula used to sort NP phrases in (Bracewell et al., 2008) . But the weight of len is reduced. Table 1 . Changes before and after merging (a) more frequent MWEs are ranked higher; (b) MWEs with larger weight are ranked higher. In order to avoid redundancy, we remove the redundant MWEs with lower rank.
Single word candidates are ranked as follows: (a) the single word w with larger TF*IDF value is ranked higher; (b) the pos score for w in descending order is: named entity, merged words, nouns, strings, verbs. In the end, top-a MWEs and top-b single words are chosen to form the keyword set of the document. Stage 4: Parameters evaluation and experimental results
The max number of keywords extracted from each document is limited to ten (a+b=10) and we run our approach on the dataset which include one hundred Chinese documents from the corpus of NTCIR-5 since they are also news articles. For evaluation of the results, the keywords extracted by our method are compared with the manually extracted keywords (at most ten keywords are assigned to each document). The Fmeasure is used as evaluation metric. It is defined like this: F=(P+R)/2; P=num match /num system ; R=num match /num manual . Where num match is the count of keywords extracted by our method matching with manually extracted keywords; num system is the count of keywords extracted by our method; num manual is the count of keywords assigned by human. Figure 2 shows the performance curves for our extraction method. In this figure, a ranges from 0 to 10 while b is 10 to 0. It performs best when a = 4 and b = 6. So the two values are adopted in this paper. Figure 2 . F-measure varies with the value of a We test our approach on another dataset which also contains one hundred documents. In the experiments, the max number of keywords is set to ten. 
Keyword Translation
As for keyword translation, there are three main approaches: translation based on dictionary, parallel corpora and machine translation. Dictionary based approach is adopted in our system by taking the acquisition of translation resource into account.
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) and OOV problem are the main difficulties in CLIR (Cross Language Information Retrieval) task. A typical bilingual dictionary will provide a set of alternative translations for a given keyword, so how to choose the optimal translation is called Word Sense Disambiguation. Actually some keywords can not be found and translated due to the coverage limitation of a bilingual dictionary, which is called OOV problem.
In this paper, the keyword is given up if its size of translations gained from the bilingual dictionary is larger than two for the convenience of WSD. Additionally, both of the translations are treated as synonyms and equal weight is assigned to them when retrieval.
To address the OOV problem, researchers proposed methods using snippets returned by a search engine. Leveraging on previous work, we analyze the co-occurrence mode of the OOV term and the corresponding translation in the returned snippets. Table 3 shows the typical co-occurrence modes collected during experiments, where the English words in bold are the corresponding translations of the underlined Chinese OOV terms. From Table 3, we can see the translations in number 1, 2 and 3 are included in the symmetric symbols, like bracket, quotation marks. However, the Table 3 . Chinese OOV and the corresponding translation in returned snippets translations in number 4, 5, and 6 are embedded in the partial sentence while there are noise English words. In order to get the correct translation, the partial sentence needs to be segmented. By above analysis, we integrate the SCPCD method and the pattern-based method so as to extract more correct translations. The SCPCD method can be used to determine the boundaries for OOVs like number 4, 5, and 6; while patternbased method makes use of the symmetric symbols like number 1, 2 and 3. Table 4 shows the experimental results for OOV translation methods. The average top-n inclusion rate is adopted as a metric. For a set of test OOV terms, its top-n inclusion rate is defined as the percentage of the OOVs whose translations can be found in the first n extracted translations.
Pattern SCPCD Pattern + SCPCD Top-1 40.0% 49.2%
68.1% Top-3 41.5% 55.4% 70.2% Table 4 . The performance comparison of different OOV translation methods The test dataset used is the Chinese topic terms in CLIR task of NTCIR-5. The search engine is Google. The bilingual dictionary used by us is LDC_CE_DICT 2.0. And we only adapt the pattern with symmetric symbols, which has the highest precision proposed by Cao et al. (2007) .
Retrieval and Filtering
The process of retrieval is to construct the alignment relationship between source and target document pairs. It is a core module in our system since the quality of comparable corpora is greatly influenced by alignment level which depends on the relevance between document pairs. Our intention here is to retrieve high relevant target documents for the source documents. Opensource toolkit Indri is introduced to assist the retrieval process. Indri is a part of the Lemur project 1 . On the basis of Lemur, it combines inference networks with language modeling. And it's widely adopted by institution for scientific research since it is effective, flexible, usable and powerful. So it is employed by us to retrieve related documents. A query for each source document is formed by the translated keywords with Indri query language and then run against the target collection.
The essential of alignment is to compare the similarity between source and target document pairs. In order to reduce the workload of comparing, Pooling method is applied to assist the comparing process. We choose the top r documents returned by Indri retrieval system to build the related document pool. And g (g<=r) documents in the pool are selected to form the alignment document pairs together with the source document. In our experiments, we set r=10 and g=1.
In the process of alignment, three features are used to filter the alignment pairs for the sake of pruning the low relevant pairs. The first is publication date contained in documents. The second is similarity calculated by Indri between the query and the target document when retrieval. The last is KSD (Keyword similarity between document pairs) which is defined by our system. In this paper, we propose two methods to filter the alignment pairs by using various features.
(1) DSF filtering This method depends on two features: date and similarity. At first, we give a priority to the target documents that have the closest date to the source document during the top-r documents searching. A date-window size d is defined to measure the date difference. We set d=1 in this paper. That is to say, the target documents with exactly the same date as the source document, and one day earlier or later are considered to be closest. Then, we select g documents with larger similarity from the related document pool. Finally, we rank all of the alignment pairs with the score of similarity and set a similarity threshold s to filter further. It should be noted that there are n ⋅ g alignment pairs, where n is the number of source documents having non-empty related document pool.
(2) DSKF filtering This method utilizes all of the features: date, similarity and KSD. As for KSD, it integrates two factors. One is NTK, namely the number of translated keywords appeared in the target document, since the target document is more similar to the source document as increasing of NTK. The other is FIS, namely frequency information score. Inspired by paper (Tao and Zhai, 2005) , we use the score of FIS to measure the correlations between the keywords in source document and translated keywords in target document which represent the matching for source and target document pair. We define d s as the source document, d t as the target document, ks as the set of keywords extracted from d s , kts as the set of translated keywords. Formula 2 is used to compute the score of FIS:
Where, ktsLen is the size of kts, y i is an element in kts, x i is the element in ks while y i is the translation of x i . Moreover, BM25(w, d) is the normalized frequency of word w in document d. It has been considered as one of the most effective matching functions for retrieval. IDF stands for Inverse Document Frequency which is also commonly used in information retrieval. Dif(x, y) is defined as the difference between BM25(x, d s ) and BM25(y, d t ). Formula 2 penalizes large difference due to the conditions like this: any keyword in source document appears many times while its translation appears rarely in target document. The process of its normalization is run by Formula 3 which makes the score less sensitive to the absolute value:
1, 1 ( ) , score norm score score else
Furthermore, the final KSD score is got by simply adding the normalized scores of NTK and FIS which are dealt with Formula 3. Actually, the two filtering methods differ principally in the last step. DSKF sorts all of the alignment pairs according to the KSD score while it is similarity in DSF. We also set a KSD threshold k for DSKF method to filter further. The values for s and k will be investigated in the following experiments.
Experiments
In this section, we first introduce how to acquire the source and target document sets. Then our system is tested on the two sets. The experimental results are reported and analyzed finally.
Experiment Setup
To test the effectiveness of the proposed system, large-scale of Chinese and English news web pages are crawled respectively from XinHuaNet and used as the document resource. The reasons for choosing news pages are:
(1) Many websites, like portal website, news agency, government and so on, provide largescale news reports. At the same time, a large proportion of the reports can be crawled politely, so document acquisition is relatively easy.
(2) The news pages include various contents, such as politics, economy, sports, so the corpora made up of news pages can avoid the limitations of domain-specific corpora.
All the news pages are processed uniformly. The core content of each web page crawled is extracted and several tags describing the headline and publication date are added. Meanwhile, the original contents are kept with no change. Table  5 shows the basic information of document sets.
Year
Number of source documents Number of target  documents  2003  23747  3390  2004  25660  2943  2005  47333  11578  2006  28572  25320  2007  25036  25247  2008  14021  24292  2009  7476  10887  Total  171845  103657  Table 5 . The composition of source document set and target document set
Results and Discussion
The quality of comparable corpora highly de-pends on the alignment level between source and target document pairs. Braschler and Scäuble (1998) used five levels of relevance to assess the alignments as follows:
(1) Same story. The two documents deal with the same event.
(2) Related story. The two documents deal with the same event or topic from a slightly different viewpoint. Alternatively, the other document may concern the same event or topic, but the topic is only a part of a broader story or the article is comprised of multiple stories.
(3) Shared aspect. The documents deal with related events. They may share locations or persons.
(4) Common terminology. The events or topics are not directly related, but the documents share a considerable amount of terminology.
(5) Unrelated. The similarities between the documents are slight or nonexistent.
We randomly select 500 source documents published in 2009 as the test dataset. Experiments with different parameters are constructed based on this dataset. The quality of each alignment pair is manually assessed using the fivelevel relevance as discussed above. What should to be pointed out is that parameter s and k are not absolute values, but percentile rank level in our work. For instance, k = 10 means that we only choose the alignment pairs whose KSD score rank in top ten percent among all of the results. Table 6 shows the results filtered by DSF method with different values of s (s 1 < s 2 < s 3 < s 4 ). Table 7 shows the results filtered by DSKF method with various values of k (k 1 < k 2 < k 3 < k 4 ). In order to evaluate the results conveniently, two standards are established: (a) the number of high relevant pairs created, which is the count of document pairs in Level 1 and 2; (b) the quality of the whole alignments, that is to say the percentage of alignment pairs with Level 1 and 2. Seen from Table 6 and 7, DSKF is better than DSF by considering the two standards. Compared with DSF, more high relevant pairs are left filtered by DSKF when they have the same total number of pairs. In other words, the DSKF method is more powerful to make high relevant pairs in higher rank so as to reduce alignment pairs which are rarely relevant. Therefore, DSKF is adopted in our system. Taking the first criterion into account, we give up the parameter k 1 , k 2 . Parameter k 4 is not the best considering the second criterion. Ultimately, k 3 is chosen as the final value for k. At this point, the number of alignment pairs in Level 1 and 2 is close to the maximum. Meanwhile, the percentage of high alignments reaches 68.5%.
Among the surveyed related work, Talvensaari et al. (2007) Table 7 . The distribution results filtered by DSKF with different k parameters (1) The language is different. We focus on building comparable corpora of Chinese-English while they were Swedish-English.
(2) A series of sub problems are different due to language difference. As for keyword extraction, we propose a method to select both key phrases and single words, while they used RATF (Relative Average Term Frequency) method. For OOV problem, we combine the SCPCD method with the pattern-based method to extract OOV translations from snippets returned by a search engine. However, the classified s-gram matching technique was utilized by Talvensaari et al. (2007) to translate OOV words.
(3) Talvensaari et al. (2007) filtered their alignment pairs mainly depending on date and similarity, while we introduce new feature KSD to extend the original feature set. Talvensaari et al. (2007) also randomly chose 500 source documents and assessed the quality of alignments using the same five-level relevance.
In addition to this, we implement the method of Tao and Zhai (2005) which is a purely statistical-based and language independent approach. The source and target documents published in 2009 are employed to test the method. The same sample as our system including 500 Chinese documents is chosen to make a further comparison with our work. We align each source document with one target document through the BM25Corr model in (Tao and Zhai, 2005) . The alignment pairs are ranked according to mapping scores calculated by the BM25Corr model. And we select the top N (N = 248) alignment pairs for the benefit of comparison. Table 8 shows the distribution results for the three systems. As illustrated in Table 8 , we can roughly conclude that our approach creates more alignment pairs with the same number of source documents when compared with Talvensaari et al. (2007) . Meanwhile, the percentage of high relevant document pairs is larger.
Likewise, our system outperforms BM25Corr in that it aligns more high relevant documents pairs when they use the same sample of test corpora and create the same total number of pairs. Obviously, the quality of comparable corpora gained by our system is better than BM25Corr.
All the experimental results and analysis mentioned above indicate that our method is effective to create alignment pairs. Up to now, both the source and target documents published in 2007-2009 years are used to build comparable corpora through our proposed system. It includes 23102 alignment pairs after filtered by DSKF.
Talvensaari et al. Talvensaari et al. (2007) , Our System, and BM25Corr
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a CLIR-based approach to create large-scale Chinese-English comparable corpora. Firstly, we harvest the original source and target document sets from news website using open-source crawler. Then the core content of each document is extracted through discriminating noise contents. Next, we delve into the approaches of problems such as keyword extraction and OOV translation followed by the process of retrieval to develop mapping correlations between source and target documents. Finally, three features as publication date, similarity score and KSD value are used to filter the aligned document pairs. Experimental results show that our approach is effective to mine Chinese-English document pairs with comparable contents. In the future, we will optimize the approach for every module in the construction of comparable corpora for the sake of improving the performance of the whole system. What's more, it will be worth consideration to mine mappings between terms which can be served as a feature for the process of developing mappings between document pairs in turn.
